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A
lmost all U.S. ventilation 
and air-conditioning sys
tems are of the mixing (di
lution) type. Fresh, outdoor 

air is mixed with room air, resulting in 
fairly uniform temperatures, humidi
ties, and contaminant concentrations 
throughout all areas and levels of the 
room. Displacement ventilation differs 
in that it creates stratified levels of 
temperatures and contaminant con
centrations within a room. 

CLASSIFICATION 
Different types of air-supply systems 

are said in their literature to employ 
"displacement ventilation." To avoid 
confusion, the following classification 
is suggested: 

• Systems utilizing unidirectional low
turbulence flow, with air supplied at a low 
velocity, and supply diffusers and exhaust 
openings with large surfaces, such as per
forated panels. Air flow in these sys
tems, which typically are referred to as 
unidirectional-flow or piston-air-distri
bution systems, can be either vertical 
(air is supplied from the ceiling and ex
hausted through the floor or vice versa, 
as in figures 1 and 2) or horizontal (air 

t 

FIGURE 1. Vertical air flow in a unidirectional-flow 

or piston-air distribution system. Reproduced from 

AIR-IX, 1987, and LVIS, 1996. 
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FIGURE 2. Vertical piston air distribution through a 

perforated ceiling in a manufacturing facility. This 

approach can be used for the ventilation of rooms 

with galvanic baths. Reproduced from AIR-IX, 1987. 

FIGURE 3. Horizontal air flow in a unidirectional

flow or piston-air-distribution system. This 

approach can be used for the application of epoxy 

in the production of glass-fiber boats. Reproduced 

from AIR-IX, 1987, and L VIS, 1996. 

is supplied through one wall and 
exhausted through returns lo
cated on the opposite wall, as in 
Figure 3). The outlets are uni
formly distributed over the ceil
ing, floor, or wall to provide a 
low-turbulent "plug" -type flow 
across the entire room. This type 
of system is used mainly for venti
lating clean rooms, of which the 
main objective is to remove con
taminants within the room or in 
halls with high heat and/or con
taminant l_oads and a high air
change rate. 

• Systems utilizing underfloor air 
supply (Photo A), with air diffusers 
creating fast velocity and tempera
ture decay along jets. Heated by in
ternal sources, air rises and is ex
hausted from the upper zone of 
the space. 

• Low-impulse cooled-air supply 
systems (Photo B) with air diffusers 
located either at the ceiling level 1 •2 ·3 or 

at a height of about 10 ft. 4'5 Under 
the influence of buoyancy, cold air 
flows toward the occupied zone. 
With some entrainment of the 
ambient air, it then spreads across 
the floor and floods the lower zone 
of the room. Air heated by inter
nal sources rises and is exhausted 
from the upper zone. Low air en
trainment into supply jets allows 
limited mixing of contaminated 
warm air of the upper zone with 
occupied-zone air. These systems, 
which sometimes are referred to as 
active-thermal-displacement sys-

'Superscript numerals indicate refer
ences listed at end of article. 
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DISPLACEMENT VENTILATION 

terns, remove heat and contaminants 
more effectively than do total mixing 
air-distribution systems. 

• Systems in which low-impulse cooled 
air is supplied thrnugh ducts with special 
nozzles located above the occupied zone, 
with air exhausted at floor level. 6 Polluted 
air of the occupied zone is suppressed 
by an overlying air cushion chat dis
places the c0ntaminated air toward 
floor-I.eve! exhausts (Figure 4 ) . This 
system creates temperature and con
tamLnant srratification above the air· 
supply level and prevents the mixing of 
air within rhe occupied zone. These 
systems also are sometimes referred to 

as active-thermal- displacement 
systems. 

• Systems that direccly supply ihe occu,
pied zone with cooled air at low velocities 
and chat exhaust air from the upper zone 
(Figure 5). These systems sometimes 
are referred to as passive-thermal-dis· 
placement systems. The air from the 
diffusers spreads along the floor, creat· 
ing a relatively cool layer of fresh air 
near rhe floor. Hear sources within the 
occupied zone create thermal plumes of 
rising air, which entrain the air near 
the floor. The warm contaminated air 
forms a stratified region in the upper 
zone of the room, which is exhausted 
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PHOTO 8. Low-impulse air supply into the 

Volkswagen AG production facility through 

perforated air diffusers installed on the 

column at a height of 10 ft. Reproduced with 

permission from KRANTZ- TKT. 

by high-Level air (etums. Low·turbu· 
lent supply air flows encrain little am· 
bient air and do not facilitate mixing 
between the upper and lower regions. 
Stratification of contaminant concen· 
trations makes providing higher-qua!· 
ity air in the occupant breathing zone 
without an increase in system operat· 
ing costs possible. 

Passive-thermal-displacement sr 
terns, which were the first displace· 
ment-ventilation systems introduced, 
have been common for the vencilatio 
of industrial facilities i.n Scandinavi, 
for the pa t 30 years. They still are th< 
mo t commonly used displacement 
ventilation systems in Europe. M r• 

recently, however, their use has bee" 
expanded to the ventilation of offin: 
and other commercial spaces where, ii 
addition to air quality, comfort is at 

important consideration. 

SELECTING AN AIR· 
DISTRIBUTION METHOD 

Among the criteria used t select a, 

air-distribution method are heat· an 

continued on page � 
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continued from page 4 2 
contaminant-removal effectiveness, K, 
and Kc: 

FIGURE 4. Active thermal 

displacement ventilation. 

Reproduced with permission 

from ABB Contracting AB. 

K = 
Cexh -Co 

c Co.z. -Co 
where: 

t = air temperature. 
C = contaminant concentration in 

the supply (o), occupied zone (o.z.), 
and exhaust air (exh). 

Other criteria are heating/cooling 
loads and air-flow rate, which can be 
supplied to a room without causing 
thermal discomfort (drafts, high air
temperature gradient in the occupied 
zone, etc.) or disturbing the process 
(reducing local exhaust-capture perfor
mance, blowing away the shielding-gas 
layer from arc welding, etc.). 

Piston air distribution provides the 
greatest heat- and contaminant-removal 
effectiveness (Kand Kc greater than 2). 
Correctly designed and applied passive
thermal-displacement systems may result 
in heat- and contaminant-re
moval effectiveness between 
1.8 and 2.5. Heat- and con
taminant-removal effective
ness using active-thermal-dis
p lacemen t systems can be 
between 1.2 and 1.8. Cor
rectly designed mixing air
supply systems result in the 
uniform distribution of air 
temperature and contaminant 
concentration throughout the 
ventilated room, with heat
and contaminant-removal ef
fectiveness equal to l. 

Figure 6 compares air
flow rates and heating/cool
ing loads, which can be sup
p lied to a ventilated space 
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FIGURES. 

Thermal passive

displacement venti

lation. Reproduced 

with permission from 

ABB Contracting AB. 
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with mixing, active
thermal-displacement, 
and passive-thermal-dis
placement air-distribu
tion systems. 

Because of its initial 
success, displacement 
ventilation was specified 
for a wide variety of ap
plications in Europe
regardless of whether or 
not it offered advantages 
and provided better in
door air quality com
pared with mixing sys
tems. The misuse of 
displacement ventila
tion can be reduced by 
applying current knowl
edge about these systems 
and by performing a life
cycle co r analysis. (For 
an ec nomic analysis of 

displacement ventilation, see Seppa
nen et al, 19897; Zhivov et al, 19988; 
and Hu eta!, 1999.9) 

This article discusses applications 
and suggests a practical design strategy 
for "conventional "  displacement-vew 
tilation systems. 
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APPLICATION 
Among the major advantages of dis

placement-ventilation systems is better 
air quality in the breathing zone and 
lower air velocities throughout most of 
the occupied zone. Displacement venti
lation is especially effective in remov
ing contaminants from the occupied 
zone when a contaminant source is 
combined with a heat source. When 
the contaminant source does not gener
ate heat and is located outside of the 
thermal plumes or when the thermal 
plumes are not strong enough to rise 
above the stratification level in the 
presence of a temperature gradient, 
high concentrations will occur in the 
occupied zone. 

When considering displacement ven
tilation, it is important to know that: 

• I t  works best in rooms with a 
height of 10 ft or more. 

• It is not for applications in which 
contaminants do not have a heat source 
nearby to create thermal plumes with 
enough air-flow capacity to carry the 
contaminants to the upper zone of the 
room. 

• The supply air cannot be  
heated above the desired room 
air temperature. Thus, when 
heating is  required, a displace
ment-ventilation system should 
be complimented by a separate 
heating system, such as a hy
dronic hot-water or steam system 
with radiators or convectors or a 
gas-fired system with overhead 
radiant panels. 

• High cooling capacity cannot 
be achieved because of the limita-
tion of the supply air cooling. The differ
ence between the supply-air temperature 
and the desired occupied-zone air tem
perature enables the maintenance of the 
allowable vertical temperature gradient 
in the occupied zone: 1 F per ft in com
mercial buildings with primarily standing 
activity and 1.4 F per ft with primarily sit
ting activity. Also, the supply-air-tem
perature differential is limited to 5.4 F in 
commercial buildings and to 11 F in in
dustrial spaces with moderate activity to 
prevent abnormal air velocity (drafts) 
near the floor level. Through experience, 
manufacturers have found that the cool
ing load through the air supply typically 
should not exceed 12. 7 Btuh per sq ft for 

.. ; ';.1fj. 

commercial spaces and 25.4 Btuh per sq 
ft for industrial spaces with a moderate 
activity level when regular displace
ment-ventilation air diffusers are used 
and can be increased to 19 Btuh per sq ft 
and31.7 Btuh per sq ft, respectively, with 
induction-type air diffusers. Other cool
ing systems, such as cooling ceilings, may 
be needed in some climates. 

• Considerable physical activity in a 
ventilated space decreases the heat- and 
contaminant-removal effectiveness of 
displacement ventilation. Practical ex
perience has shown that displacement 
ventilation is not effective in body 
shops or welding shops that heavily use 
robotics, as moving car bodies and 
robotic arms distract temperature and 
contaminant stratification along room 
height and, thus, negate the advantages 
of displacement air supply.10 

DESIGN APPROACHES 
Displacement-ventilation systems 

are designed either based on the analyt
ical model or using Computational 
Fluid Dynamic (CFD) codes. The ana
lytical approach is used far more often in 

Air flow 

Passive thermal displacement 

FIGURE 6. Matrix for evaluating air-flow 

rate and heating· and cooling-load range 

with mixing, active-thermal-displacement, 

and passive-thermal-displacement air 

supply. One unit along the air-flow axis 

equals 0.38 cfm per sq ft, while one unit 

along the heating· and cooling-load axis 

equals 4.8 Btuh per sq ft. Reproduced with 

permission from ABB Contracting AB. 

designing displacement systems. How
ever, CFD codes can be useful in design
ing a system for a large room, because 
the dimensions of the room may be too 
large for full-scale measurements, which 
are important to support an analytical 
method, and because a design for such a 

room often is unconventional. The use 
of CFD codes for practical three-dimen
sional computations requires expertise 
and computational power that usually 
are unavailable to designers. Also, the 
prediction of velocities and tempera
tures in rooms with displacement venti
lation using CFD codes generally is 
inaccurate. 

Experience has shown that an ana
lytical approach can lead to a simple 
and practical design method that pro
duces good results for most applica
tions. To use an analytical approach, a 
designer must consider: 
• Air flows created by supply devices. 
• Temperature and contaminant 
stratification. 
• Convective plumes above heat 
sources in the stratified environment. 
• The ventilation effectiveness of dis
placement ventilation. 

PRIMARILY HEAT-REMOVAL 
REQUIREMENTS 

In designing a displacement-ventila
tion system for a room with primarily 
heat-removal requirements, calcula
tions are conducted to obtain the: 
• Heat-removal-efficiency coefficient 
value, K,. 
• Supply air-flow rate for heat-removal 
purposes, G°'" 
• Supply-air temperature, t., . 
• Exhaust-air temperature, tcxh· 
•Vertical temperature gradient, M/H,. 
Assumptions 

In designing a displacement-ventila
tion system for a room with primarily 
heat-removal requirements, the fol
lowing is assumed: 
• Temperature stratification is a linear 
function (there is no step stratification, 
as there is with a contaminant-concen
tration distribution), L\t = ( tcxh - tnoor)/H,. 
• Heat balances and radiant and turbu
lent heat exchange are calculated for 
two zones: the lower zone, which is 
limited by the height of the occupied 
zone, and the upper zone, which is 
above the occupied zone. 
• Occupied-zone temperature is the 
air temperature at the height of h., .•. 

-

that is, 3.6 ft for spaces with predomi
nant seating activity and 5.9 ft for 
spaces with standing activity. Occu
pied-zone temperature at a certain 
height is considered to be the same 
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throughout the occupied-zone area 
outside of the direct influence of the 
supply air flow. 
• The temperature difference between 
the head level (ho.z. = 3.6 ft or 5.9 ft) 
and the ankle level (hnoar = 4 in.) is lim
ited to 3.6 to 5.4 F to avoid discomfort. 
This results in restriction of tempera
ture gradient (At/H) along the room 
height by 1.1 to 1.4 F per ft wich seating 
activity and 0. 7 to 1 F per ft with stand
ing activity. 

Heat-removal-coefficient evalua
tion is based on the model described in 
detail in Shilkrot and Zhivov, 1992, 1996.11'12 
Suggested design procedure 

In designing a displacement-ventila
tion system for a room with primarily 
heat-removal requirements, do the 
following: 

Step 1. List all heat sources in the 
room. 

Step 2. Calculate the average convec
tive heat component, \jf, based on the 
individual source strength, W (Btu per 
hr); the convective-hear-component in
dividual source strength, W; and the 
convective heat component, \jf;, as 
follows: 

.tl\'<1; x 1/f1) VI= I:W· (1) 
I 

Step 3. Calculate the averaged radi-
ant-heat component into the occupied 
zone based on the individual source 
strength and the radiant-heat compo· 
nent into the occupied zone, as follows: 
<p= 1:(\'(lrrull xqii) = tlqii xCl-V11)x\'(I;) (2) 

tW,aJ; I[\'(I; x (l-1p;)) 
Seep 4. Calculate the heat-removal

effidency coefficient used for the first 
iteration, K,o, as follows: 

K __ 1_ 
to 

- cp(l -1/f) (3) 

Step 5. Select the supply-air-tempera
ture difference, fie_, = to.,. - to, based on 
air-diffuser performance data, type of hu
man activity, and the distance between 
the air diffuser and the nearest person. 

Scep 6. Calculate the preliminary 
value of the supply air-flow rate, G.,, lbs 
per min, using K, = 0.5 Kio for the fi�rst 
iteration: 

GQt = !W; 
(4) C�llt0K; 

Step 7. Evaluate the heat-removal
efficiency coefficient, K,·, us i ng the 
procedure and supporting graphs from 

Zhivov et al, 1997.'3 
StepB. Compare K;,calculaced in 

Step 7, with the K, calculated as 0.5 
Kro· If (K,· - K,)/K, · is less than 0.1, 
proceed to Step 9. If it is greater rhan 
0.1, assume chat K, = K, • and repeac the 
calculations in Step 6. 

Step 9. Calculate the exhausted ai.r 
temperature (tcxh = to+ K, Lit.,). 

Step JO. Calculate the supply-air 
temperature, t0, given the occupied 
zone temperature, t0.,.1 as follows: 

(5) 
Step 11. Calculate the temperature 

gradient, At per H, along the room 
height, as follows: 

tit I H = texh - 'o.t. = !ito (K' - 1) 
( 6) Hroom -ho.t. H,oom - ho.t. 

If Lit per H is greater than the Lit per 
H prescribed to achieve thermal com
fort, decrease At0 and repeat calcula
tion· starting with Step 6. 

Seep 1 2. Calculate the supply air
flow rate, G.,, with the final values of Kc 
and Ma, as follows: 

Go= 
!W1 (7) 

Cpll10K1 

HEAT- AND CONTAMINANT
REMOVAL REQUIREMENTS 

In designing a displacement-ventila
tion system for a room with hear- and 
contaminant-removal requirements, cal
culations are conducted to obtain the: 
• Contaminant-removal-efficiency co
efficient value, Kc. 
• Supply air- flow rate for contami
nant- and hear-removal purposes, G0. 
• Occupied-zone air concentration, Ca_,. 
• Exhaust-air concentration, Cexh· 
• Inhalation-zone concentration, C •. 

Assumptions 
In designing a displacement-ventila

tion system for a room wi.th heat- and 
contaminant-removal requirements, 
the following is assumed: 

• The distribution of contaminant 
concentration along the room height is 
described by a step function. The 
height of the step, called matificati n 

level (hnr), is equal co the height of 
convective plume above floor I vel, 
where the total air-flow rate in all con
vective plumes, I.G;, is equal to the 
supply air-flow rate, G0• 

• The stratification level exceeds 
3.3 ft in rooms with primarily sedentary 
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activity and 4.9 ft in rooms with stand
ing/walking activity. 

• Contaminants released into the 
space from unheated (isothermal) 
sources are passive. They can be re
leased below the stratification level into 
the lower zone in the amount of Qp1 or 
above the stratification level into the 
upper zone in the amount of QP"P. If the 
maximum height of a convective plume 
above the heat and contaminant source 
is lower than the stratification level be
cause of the temperature-gradient ef
fect, c0ntaminants released by this 
source are considered passive, with the 
convective plume above this source not 
accounted for in the stratification-level 
calculation. The maximum height of a 
convective plume can be calculated 
from the data presented in the report in 
tabular form using the temperature gra
dient calculated according to the proce
dure described in Step 4 of the previous 
section. Contaminants released into the 
space from heated sources, Qconv, are 
transported i.nco the upper zone with a 
convective plume if the thermal-plume 
rise is calculated considering char tern· 
perature stratification exceeds the strat
ification level. 

• Contaminant concentration in 
the occupied zone, C0,,_, is Limited by 
target level (TLV) or a portion of it 
(aTLV). 

• Background concentration in the 
outdoor air and insufficient return-air 
cleaning can lead to contaminated sup
ply air, C.,. 
Suggested design procedure 

In designing a displacement-ventila
tion ystem for a room with heat- and 
contaminant-removal requirements, 
do the following: 

Step 1. Calculace air-flow rate, G,,, and 
the cemperature gradient, Lit per H, al ng 
the room heighr according to che pr e· 
dure in Step 4 of the previous section 
with only heat-removal requirements. 

Step 2. Using t abulated data u for cyp· 
ical heat ource , calculate srratificarion 
height, hm. considering all heated 
source located in the occupied zone. 
The total air-flow rate in convective 
plumes at the stratificacion level should 
be equal co the G., calculated with Equa· 
tion 7. Air-flow rates in each convec
tive plume should be calculated ac· 
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continued from page 46 
counting for temperature gradient, �to. 

Step 3. Obtain Kc coefficient using 
the procedure and supporting graphs in 
Zhivov et al, 1997.14 

Step 4. Calculate exhausted air con· 
centration, c.xh> as follows: 

C C Q�+Q�P+Qconv (8) exh = o + --'---'----Go 
Step 5. Calculate occupied-zone-air 

concentration, C0.,., as follows: 
C =C + C�xh -Co (9) o.z. o Kc 
Step 6. Calculate contaminant 

concentration, C., in the inhalation 
zone, as follows: 

Ce= Co.z. 
when: 

h. is greater than hm (10) 
C, = C0.,. (Kc [1 - h,,Jh.,] + hscJh.) 

when: 
h. is greater than h"' ( 11) 
Step 7. If C. is less than a TL V, pro· 

ceed with air-diffuser selection. If C. is 
greater than aTLV, increase air-flow 
rate, G0, with a corresponding decrease 
in supply-air-temperature difference, 
�to, and temperature gradient, M/H. 
Recalculate stratification level, h"'. 

AIR-DIFFUSER SELECTION 
Selection of air diffusers is based on 

the following: 
• Supply air-flow rate, Qt. cfm. 
• Supply-air-temperature difference, �to, 
which typically is limited to 5.4 F for 
commercial applications when regular 
displacement air diffusers are used (with· 
out induction) and 11 F when induction· 
type air diffusers are used. 
• Length of the "restricted near zone," 
1,.,., which is the area between the air 
diffuser and the nearest sitting or 
standing person. This can be different 
for different locations. The result is dif
ferent types, sizes, and even shapes of 
air diffusers in the same room. 
•Acoustical limitations (sound level). 
Air-diffuser and 
exhaust/return location 

Displacement air diffusers hould be 
positioned so that large obstacles or 
walls at right angles ro the direction of 
the propagation of the air are at least 
3 .3 fr beyond the restricted near zone 
of the unit. The recommended mi n i.· 
mum distance between two air diffusers 

is greater than the sum of their near 
zones by 3.3 ft. 

To decrease ductwork, it often is pref· 
erable to locate all air diffusers along one 
wall. However, the location of diffusers 
along d ifferent walls makes increasing 
the allowable cooling load provided by 
the displacemem system possible. 

When choosing the location of air 
diffusers, the position of heat loads 
should be taken into account. Higher 
air volumes supplied near sources with 
heavy heat loads will reduce the 
spreading of excess heat wirhin the oc
cupied zone and, thus, increase heat· 
removal efficiency. 

Air exhausts/returns should be posi· 
tioned at or near the ceiling. The re· 
moval of both excess heat and contam· 
inants can be made more effective by 
locating exhausrs/recurns immediately 
above major sources of heat. ln resrnu· 
rants with smoking and non-smoking 
areas, exhausting air from the smoking 
area and locating returns in the non· 
smoking area is recommended. 

AIR-DIFFUSER-TYPE SELECTION 
The design and shape of an air dif

fuser significantly affects thermal com· 
fort in the occupied zone and the length 
of the restricted near zone. A poorly de
signed air-supply device will resu lt in a 
high velocity zone (air velocities greater 
than 40 fpm) that extends several me
ters into the room. 

ln rooms with a significant cooling 
load, induction air diffusers can be con· 
sidered. For the same cooling load, in· 
duction units allow reduced-size duct· 
work. In studies conducted at Aalborg 
University, 15 two air-supply scenarios in
volving the same cooling load were 
compared: ( 1) air supply through a regu· 
lar air diffuser in the amount of 177 cfm 
with a te.rnp.erature difference of 5.4 F 
and (2) air supply i.n amount of7 l cfm 
with a temperature difference of 13.5 F. 
In both cases, air velocity of 40 fpm was 
reached at a distance 6.6 ft from the air 
diffuser. 

It is important to mention that in
duction units can create discomfort in 
connection with VA V systems. They 
require a certain primary air-flow rate 
to be able co induce the room air. As a 
result, there is a risk of low-tempera· 
ture air supply to the room when the 
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primary air-flow rate is reduced. 
Special. air diffusers with internal 

nozzles that can deflect air to the sides 
(along the walls) can be used to pre
vent drafts. 
Number of air diffusers 

For the best results regarding both 
comfort and efficiency, consider using 
several small units instead of a few large 
ones. Given a choice, one should select 
air diffusers of different shapes and 
makes. 
Evaluating performance 

The simple design approach assumes 
that the air diffusers selected for a room 
are of the same type and that their num
ber is minimal. In this case, the mini
mum value of che restricted near-zone 
length is selected. Better resulcs can be 
achieved when air diffusers are selected 
individually for different locati ns. 

Contrary to mixing-type systems, the 
main concern for engineers specifying 
displacement-ventilation systems is the 
zone of the jet adjacent w the air dif· 
fu er. Although rhe velocity of supply 
air through a displacement air diffuser is 
significantly lower than thac through a 
mixing system, a draft sensation may oc· 
cur if someone is l cated cl se to an air 
diffuser. The combination of low sup
ply-air velocity, supply-air-temperature 
difference in the range of0.9 to 5.4 F, 
and a relatively large supply-air ·urface, 
result in supply Archimedes numb rs 
that are substantially greater than those 
for mixing air jets. The buoyancy forces 
in air flow from a di placemenc-ventila· 
tion diffuser cause a transformation of 
jet profiles. A relatively uniform initial 
jet profile develops into a floor jet with a 
maximum velocity close ro the floor sur· 
face. Because of the jet transformation, 
there is an initial velocity acceleration 
along the transformation zone, followed 
by ve loci ty decay in the floor jet. A 
greater supply-air·temperacure differ· 
ence resulrs in higher jet transformation 
and, thus, greacer air veloci ty in the 
floor region. 

Based on studies of different air dif· 
fusers conducted at Aalborg University, 
it was concluded that the major concern 
related to supply-air-remperature differ· 
ence is its impact on the length of the 
restricted near z ne. If the manufac· 
curer's specification data for the given 
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�PURE 
Humidifier 
Company 

"The PURE choice 
for humidification" 

New 11 INSTY-PAC 11 

Humidifier Tube 
Assembly 

Providing Superior 
Performance To The 

Industry 
The new unique INSTY-PAC 
can be easily installed in 
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continued from page 48 
supply-air-temperature difference and 
the air-flow rate through one air diffuser 
are available, one can obtain the length 
of restricted near zone with boundary air 
velocity (V = 40 fpm). The approxi
mate air velocity at the distance X from 
an air diffuser can be calculated using 
the following equation: 

vx = o.z lresr (12) x 
When there is a lack of data from the 

manufacturer and the designer knows 
only the type of air diffuser, maximum 
velocity, V., can be calculated for the 
given air flow rate, Gu, and che supply
air-temperature difference (To - T0 .•• ) 
using the following equation: 

�=KJ_ (13) 
G0 X 

where: 
K is an air-diffuser characteristic 

that depends on the type and shape of 
the air diffuser and the parameter (T 0 

- T0.,.)/Go2• This parameter can be re
garded as a modification of the 
Archimedes number. 

Data collected at Aalborg Univer
sity16 indicates that the first generation 
of diffusers ha a high level of K and a 
radial distribution of air flow. Some dif
fusers even have a directional flow 
along the axis at low Archimedes num
bers, which results in an increased K 
coefficient. The new generation of air 
diffusers directs flow along the wall and 
creates lower velocities perpendicular 
to the wall. This results in lower K val
ues. Equation 13 is valid for X values up 
to 4.9 ft from the air diffuser. 
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